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"Fatih Sultan Mehmed" His Life And Political Events Of The
Period(1451-1481)

S

ultan Mehmed who was born in Edirne on
March 30, 1432 was the fourth son of II.Murad. He was sent to Manisa from Edirne together with his two menservants as a governor.
Upon the death of his elder brodher Shehzade Ali
Çelebi, Amasya Goernor, he become the heir of the
Ottoman throne. II Murad summoned him from Manisa to Edirne in the spring of 1444 with the thought
of withdrawal from the throne. In June 12th of the same year, after he signed a treaty with the Hungarians
and Karamanoglu, he left the throne to his son Mehmed and settled in Bursa. However, it caused internal
and external turbulences and crises for the Ottoman
State, since a child ascended to the throne. This period marked with crises between 1444-1446 caused deep impacts on the later life of Mehmed II.
However, when Murad II withdrew from the throne, certain unfavourable occurrences for the Ottomans had arisen. Besides the preparations for a crusade against the Ottomans, Karamanoglu also tried
to be included in this alliance. In addition to such exter nal prob lems, the fi re in Edir ne, com pe ti ti on
among the Pashas to get the authority in management, and the riots were among the reasons for crisis.
The main crisis was the power struggle after Murad II
left the throne. Between Candarl› Halil, and the supporters of Mehmed II, Sehabeddin Sahin, Nisanc› ‹brahim and Zaganos Pashas who were trying to seize
the power on behalf of Mehmed II. In additon to all
these, Orhan Celebi in Istanbul carried out activities
in Rumelia to capture the throne, but he then escaped
by being unsuccessful. The army of Crusaders has
passed through Danube River in September 18th –
22nd. Eflaqis also supported the Hungarians. A Crusader fleet had captured the straits. Candarl› Halil
and his supporters who wanted Murad II to be the
Sultan again, had taken advantage of this and persuaded the young Sultan to ascend his father to the throne.
Sultan Murad came to Edirne and moved on the
enemy, and after a violent war they heavily defeated
the enemy in Varna. Sultan Murad went back to Manisa though Candarl› insisted for his stay in Edirne.
However, after that date, another political power
struggle began between Candarl› and his supporters
and Mehmed II and his supporters. Candarl› was following a peace policy while suppoerters of Mehmed II
were defending the policy of conquest and holy war.
In this period, the idea of conquest of Istanbul was
suggested again. According to Candarl›, there was not
another alternative but Sultan Murad must have come to power again. Murad II also wanted to come to
power again without hurting his son. There was a general idea that Sultan Mehmed was not governing the
country efficiently, because of the events such as defeats against the Eflaqis in 1445, the Janissary riot in
Edirne, some movements against Orhan Çelebi, and
etc, though Candarl› was behind those occurences.
Upon these developments, Sultan Murad came to
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Edirne in August 1446 and ascended to throne with
the help of Janissaries. Mehmed II was immediately
sent to Manisa. He, together with Zaganos and Sahabeddin Pashas, began to wait to get revenge from
Candarl›. In the meantime, the young sultan organized continuous attacks to Venetians in the Aegean Sea
between 1446-1449, and thus he showed that he was
the representative of holy war. He joined to the military expedition organized by his father against Iskender Bey, and to war of Kosova II. He married to Sitti
Hatun, daughter of Dulkadiroglu Suleyman Bey, in
1450. When he received the letter of Vizier Candarl›
about the death of his father after he returned to Manisa. Janissaries revolted because of the death of Murad II, but Candarl› persuaded them to calm down,
and thus they took the oath for loyalty to Mehmed II.

Ascending the Throne of Mehmed II
(Second time)
Mehmed II ascended the throne in Edirne for the
second time, fifteen days after the death of his father.
(February 18th, 1451 / 16 Muharrem 855). A radical change in the internal and external policy of the
state had also been expected after his ascend to the
throne. This situation that was contrary to the policy
of Candarl› Halil, the most effective vizier of Sultan
Murad, had also showed itself with its main lines,
when Mehmed ascended to the throne for the first time 6 years ago. The effective names in the policy of
Mehmed were Zaganos, Ibrahim Pasha and Had›m
Shehabeddin Pasha. He was regarding the policy for
conquest as the condition for sovereignty because of
their influences. Mehmed II did not dismiss Candarl›
Halil Pasha from vizierate, but he dismissed his supporters.
He treated in a soft manner to the foreign state envoys who came to Edirne to conguratulate him. He
thought that with this policy he would complete the
necessary preparations for the conquest of Istanbul
more easily. He made some concessions to Byzantine
Emperor and Serbian despot. He renewed the treaties
signed with Venice. He signed an armistice with Hungarians for a period of three years.
Mehmed II had to fight with Karamanogullar› at
the beginning of his sultanate. Ibrahim Bey organized
some attacks to take back the lands that were previously captured by Murad II. Therefore, Sultan Mehmed made his first military expedition on Karamanogullar›. Ishak Pasha, by granting him the rank of
Anatolian Beylerbeyi, was sent against the Karamanoglu Ibrahim Bey. He passed to Anatolian part with
the gate soldiers and Anatolian soldiers. When the
Sultan arrived in Aksehir in the vicinity of Karaman,
Ibrahim Bey who took refuge in Tasili, and sent Mevlana Veli as conciliator and asked for peace by promising to deliver Aksehir, Beysehir and Seydisehir, and
to send definite number of soldier every year. As a result of this, Ilg›n was accepted as the boundary between two states and Beysehir, K›rsehir and Seydisehir
were included in the Ottoman lands.
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When Sultan Mehmed returned from the expedition to Karaman, he faced with the gratuity demands
of the janissaries who had revolted in his ascend to the
throne, and who created unease. When the Sultan
was around Bursa, the Janissaries stood up in two
rows with their weapons on the way of Sultan. While
the Sultan was passing between them they said “this
is the first military expedition of our Sultan, it is necessary to give generous gifts to his men”. They were
hinting the gratuity to the Sultan with the armors
they were bearing. Though Sultan Mehmed got very
angry, he did not do anything that time. He ordered
to be given them ten gold bags. However, a few day later, he summoned the Janissary Agha Kazanc› Dogan
and their pedestrian head and punished them with
one hundred-stick beat. The Janissary Agha was dismissed and his duty was given to Mustafa Bey. This
action of Sultan Mehmed on Janissaries made him
more powerful against Candarl› and his supporters
and so he had strengthen his rank. Besides, the Janissaries had been frightened. According to Tursun Bey
this action had a great effect on Janissaries until the
death of Sultan Mehmed. In his return from Karaman expedition, Ishak Pasha was sent to Mentese
province. Menteseoglu who supported Karamanoglu
could not resist against the Ottoman forces and he took refuge in Rhodes Island. Thus, those who acted
with Karamanoglu Ibrahim Bey was punished.
The Byzantium emperor, by taking the advantage
of the Karaman expedition of Sultan Mehmed, demanded to increase the allocation given for the Shehzade Orhan in Istanbul. He had threatened that they
would leave the prince in Rumelia if his demands were not met. The Byzantium envoys conveyed this demand to Vizier Halil Pasha. Halil Pasha replied that
Sultan Mehmed was not like the previous Ottoman
Sultans and such a demand was rather foolish. He
handed the letter to the young Sultan. When Sultan
Mehmed learned the demand of the Byzantium, he
got very angry but by considering that the emperor
might cause some problems while he was in Anatolia,
he welcomed the envoys of the emperor with a smiling
face. He told the envoys that he would return to Edirne soon and they might repeat the demands of the emperor and urgent needs of the city there. Upon this
event, the Sultan considered it more appropriate to
make an agreement with Karamanoglu Ibrahim Bey.
When the Sultan returned to Edirne, he first sent officials to the region allocated for the expenses of Prince
Orhan according to the treaty singed with Byzantium
and cut the money sent from there. He dismissed the
officials who collected the payments.
The in for ma ti on on the con qu est of Is tan bul
which was the most important political event of the
period, and which gave the title of Fatih (Conqueror)
to the young Sultan, and the information on the reconstruction of Istanbul will be discussed in the article “Conquest of Istanbul” by Prof. Dr. Feridun Emecen.
Serbia Expeditions , 1454-55
The main activity of Fatih between the dates
1454-1456 was to dominate the south of Danube. Fatih believed he would solve the Serbian problem in
this way. Sultan Mehmed captured Omol and Sivrice-

Hisar during his military expedition to Moravia valley in the summer of 1454. When the Ottoman army
withdrew, the Hungarians began to attack in the Vidin-Nish region in the south and Serbia forces in the
Kosovo region. Fatih, during his second Serbia expedition in the summer of 1455, directed his forces to
the south Serbia. He captured the silver mines in
Trepca, Novobrdo and Lab valley. By making a peace
treaty under the condition of occupation of Vilk province, he became successful to separate Despot from
Hungarians. Despot was also accepting to pay 3 million coins per year and send definite numbers of soldiers for the military expeditions. Fatih knew that to keep Serbia under firm control depend on to take Belgrade from Hungarians. Fatih had made Serbia impartial as they were not happy with the Catholic policy of Hungarians.
Belgrade Expedition, 1456
Fatih Sultan Mehmed deemed conquest of Belgrade which was a very strong castle constructed at the
merging point of Danube and Sava Rivers, as the key
for the conquest of Hungary. The Ottoman Sultan
passed the winter in Edirne with the preparations for
the military expedition. He sent the artilleries made
in Grosavac to H›rsova via Danube River. The artilleries were delivered to Rumelian Beylerbeyi Day› Karaca Pasha. Then Fatih entered Serbia via Sofia with
his army. The Serbia Despot escaped to Hungary.
The Ottoman Army came in front of Belgrade and
besieged the castle from the land. The Ottoman fleet
reached to the castle from Danube. Thus, the castle
had been besieged from both sides, the river and the
land. In the meantime, Johannes Hunyadi with his
army settled in the other side of Danube. Rumelian
Beylerbeyi Day› Karaca Pasha wanted to besiege the
other side of Danube to disperse the enemy and to secure the other side of the Danube. However, his offer
was not accepted. Hunyadi Yanos had came in front
of Belgrade not only with his land forces, but also
with his fleet. The enemy fleet drove the Ottoman fleet
back and they began to give aid to the castle. In the
meantime, Day› Karaca Pasha, one of the most esteemed commanders of the Turkish army, died because
of a bombard shell. As a result of such developments,
Sultan Mehmed gave an order for general attack on
the Belgrade castle. However, before this general attack, Johannes Hunyadi had dispatched his forces in
the Belgrade castle by using his ships, and those forces
were waiting for the Ottoman attack.
Ottoman soldiers became successful in entering
the castle, but they were unaware of the danger awaiting them. Furthermore, some of the Ottoman forces
began to plunder the castle, thinking that the castle
had fallen. The Hungarian forces in ambush attacked
on them and destroyed the Ottoman forces in the castle. Upon the withdrawal of the Ottoman forces, very
violent fight between the Ottoman forces and Hungarian forces began on the plain in front of the castle.
Ottoman forces were defeated and the fight had approached very near to the Sultan Mehmed’s military
headquarter. He was proposed to withdraw and he
replied as “Withdrawal is the sign of the cowards.”
and he refused to withdraw, and he personally joined
in the fight and killed three enemy soldiers. But he
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was also injured during the fight. Sultan had prevented the definite defeat of the Ottoman army by doing
so. The dispersed Ottoman soldiers attacked on the
enemy again upon this behavior of the Sultan and
driven the enemy back to Belgrade castle. In the meantime, Johannes Hunyadi, who directed his army on
the plain, was hit under his arm with an arrow by an
Ottoman soldier while he was returning to the castle,
and he died three days later due to this wound. Then
the Ottoman army returned to Edirne since the army
lost its strength and most of his artilleries and equipment due to the violent battle. In the spring of 1457,
Sultan Mehmed summoned his son Bayezid in Amasya and his other son Mustafa Çelebi in Manisa for
circumcising. All those developments increased the
hopes for a new Crusade in Europe.
The Conquest of Serbia , 1458-59
When the Serbian despot Lazar, son of Brankovic
died in 1458, Serbia had started the Ottoman-Hungarian competition. Szilagy, the Hungarian commander
of the Belgrade castle, was planning to occupy Serbia.
The Ottoman government decided to solve the Serbia
problem definitely. While Sultan Mehmed was going
to Mora expedition in 1458, he sent Mahmud Pasha
to Serbia. Mahmud Pasha besieged Semendire, capital of Serbia, but he could not capture it. Mahmud
Pasha then captured Sivricehisar second time that
was famous with its silver mines. Then he captured
Rodnik sides famous with its iron mines. Mahmud
Pasha who continued his attacks captured Bogurdelen then made attacks to Hungarian parts. Mahmud
Pasha withdrew around Nish because of the counterattack of the Hungarians. In the meantime, Fatih
had conquered the places in Mora that were once bounded by Konstantine and arrived in Skopje. Mahmud Pasha met with the Sultan there. Mathias Corvin, by applying the tactic of his father, waited for coming of winter and dispersion of the Ottoman army.
Fatih by taking extraordinary measures stayed in
Skopje with his army. The King who passed Danube
and attacked on Tahtal›, was driven back. The Sultan
then returned to Edirne. Next year, he personally moved on Semendire. He captured Sofia peacefully. (June 1459). Thus, Serbia became under sovereignty of
the Ottomans.
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The Activities of Crusaders in the Aegean Region, 1456-1457
In 1457, Sultan Mehmed had sent a force against
to Iskender Bey in Albania. These forces were defeated
near Berat by the Albanians. In the same year, there
were developments against Ottomans in the Aegean
Sea, and Pope Calixtus III established a fleet with 31
ships under the commandership of Cardinal Lodoviko Trevisan which was supported by Aragon and the
king of Naples Alfonso, and they set off to capture the
Ottoman islands in North Aegean Sea. The fleet of Pope captured Limnos and Tasoz via Rhodes.
Sultan Mehmed considered this success to be the
cooperation of Domenico and Niccolo Gattilusio brothers from Lesbos and their protection of the pirate
ships. Sultan Mehmed sent Admiral Ismail to this region with a fleet consisted of 150 ships. Though Ismail could not capture Limni, he destroyed the island
and returned to Gallipolis with a great spoil. The
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Limnos public sent envoys to the Sultan with their taxes and informed that they wanted an agreement. The
Sultan accepted their offer. The similar agreements
were made with the other places in the Aegean Sea governed by Venice and Genoeva. As a result of these agreements, hopes of Calixtus to persuade the Latin
Lords in the Aegean for cooperation with him vanished.
Mora under the soverignity of the Ottomans,
1458-60
This region was under the dominion of the brothers of Constantine, Dimitrios and Thomas. Because
of the revolts against those two brothers, they asked
for help from the Ottomans and accepted to pay 12
thousands duka gold-tax per year. Thus, Turahan
Beyo lu Omer Bey entered into Mora with his raider
forces and removed the opposing parties. After the death of Constantine, Mora Greeks wanted to announce
Dimitrios as the emperor, but Thomas did not accept
this. However, there was disagreement between two
brothers. As the Albanians were on the part of Thomas, and as a result of some intrigues, some castles of
Mora owned by Dimitrios were captured by Thomas,
and Dimitrios who took refuge in the Monevrasia
castle, asked the help of the Ottoman Sultan. Sultan
sent Mahmud Pasha to Serbia for the protection of
the north boundary and he himself marched to Mora
in May 1458.
Mora had the characteristics to be an important
base for the military expeditions of the Ottomans against Italy. In addition to this, Naples and Aragon
King Alfons V, who increasingly became stronger and
stronger in Balkans and Mediterranean and who
wanted to establish an empire, wanted to use this region as the base for the attacks on Turks. The Ottoman forces, entered into Teselya, advanced towards to
Corinth area. Corinth castle was besieged and the
Sultan without waiting for it to be captured entered
Mora and captured many castles there. Corinth castle
also surrendered after a long siege because of hunger.
Following this, with an agreement was signed between the Ottomans and Mora despots; and it was decided that Corinthians would keep their properties, one
third of the castles captured by the Ottomans in Mora
would be left to them, the management of other cities
and castles would be under the control of Dimitrios
and Thomas, they would give three thousands tax in
gold per year and the Ottoman state would defend the
despots in case of external attack. In this way, Mora
became under sovereignty of the Ottomans, partly directly and partly by means of taxation. Turahan
Beyo lu Omer Bey was appointed as the North Mora
Flag Chief Officer. (July 1458). In the meantime, Athens was captured by the Ottoman forces. However,
there were new plans for a Crusade in Europe, activities of Thomas in Mora against Ottomans and his regaining of the power, the Sultan went on a expedition
on Mora since he wanted to go on an expedition on
Uzun Hasan.
The Sultan who came to Corinth marched on
Sparta. Dimitrios surrendered the city to the Ottoman army. Thomas, who resisted, lost all the cities
under his rule, left Mora and went to Rome for the
protection of Pope Pius II. In the Mora expedition in
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1460, the whole peninsula was captured, except the
castles of Venice. After Argos was captured in 1463,
Venetians decided to wage war against Ottomans for
Mora. (July 28th, 1463).
We will describe the Ottoman operation against
Venice later. We want to state other important expeditions of the Ottomans they had to make until 1463.
The events between 1460-1463 caused strengthening
of the ideas against the Ottomans, especially for organizing Crusades by Papa, and in this alliance not
only the western countries but also the eastern countries took part. Sultan Mehmed who intended to go on
a expedition on Uzun Hasan in 1460, and who had
to postpone it, found the opportunity to direct his attention on the East.
The Conquest of Amasra, 1459
Before the expedition to be made to Candarogullar› and Trabzon, Sultan Mehmed wanted to take
Amasra, a Genoese colony in Anatolian coast of the
Black Sea, under the sovereignty of the Ottoman Empire. Amasra was paying tax to the Ottoman State,
but, it was protecting the pirate ships in the Black
Sea. Sultan Mehmed himself went to Amasra by land
and sent Mahmud Pasha to Amasra with a fleet. The
Genoeva ruler of Amasra brought the keys of the city
to the Sultan and he capitulated. While the Genoevarulers were sent to Istanbul, the people of another
Ottoman settlement unit near Amasra were settled in
Amasra.

Candarogullar› Principality and the Conquest of Trabzon, 1461
The Ottoman fleet that was sent on Trabzon for
the purposes of attack during the period of II Murad
had been unsuccessful because of the storm. Then, the
Greek (Anatolian) Beylerbeyi (Governor) H›z›r Bey
organized a raid on Trabzon. As a result of this raid
Trabzon Greek Emperor Kalo Ioannes had to recognize the supreme sovereignty of the Ottomans by paying three thousands gold tax.
On the other hand, Trabzon emperor tried to find
a powerful ally for himself and he married his daughter Theodora and Akkoyunid Uzun Hasan and and
get the protection of Uzun Hasan against the Ottomans. Besides, he also contacted with Europe. The
army corps of Uzun Hasan captured Koyulhisar, a
boundary between two states, in 1460-61 and Rumeli
Beylerbeyi Hamza Bey sent by Fatih to take back the
castle had to withdraw by being defeated. He sent an
envoy to Fatih and warned him not to struggle with
Trabzon.
All these developments impelled Fatih to take urgent measures. Although, the lands of Trabzon Greek
Empire contained the Black Sea coasts, beginning
from Giresun and extending around Batum in those
days, there were many Turkish populaces living on
those lands and the influence of the Turks could be felt
in many places.
In the spring of 1461, the Ottoman fleet began its
journey towards the Black Sea. Sultan Mehmed sent
an imperial decree to Candaroglu Ismail Bey and informed that he had the intention of waging war against Trabzon and when the Ottoman fleet arrived in
Sinop their needs must be met. Fatih passed to Anatolian side with his army. When the army arrived aro-

und Ankara, a Divan meeting was held. Karamanoglu Kas›m Bey and Candaroglu Hasan Celebi were also in the Ottoman military camp. Suddenly, Hasan
Celebi was arrested and then it was announced that
the expedition would be to Candar country. Ismail
Bey who learned the occurrences, withdrew to Sinop
castle. Ottoman fleet and Mahmud Pasha marched
on this city, took the surrendered Ismail Bey with
them and went back to Fatih. Yenisehir and its surroundings was given as feudal fief to Ismail Bey. Then,
the Ottoman army began to march towards the east
and Koyulhisar castle at the border of Ottoman-Akkoyunid was captured.
It was marched from here to Erzincan region. It
was camped in Yass›cemen plateau that is closer to
Erzincan plain less than one–day walking distance.
While the Ottoman army was camping there, Uzun
Hasan sent his mother Sare Hatun, together with some of his trusted beys to Fatih as envoys. He hold the
mother of Uzun Hasan for a while, and thus he prevented the action could be taken by Uzun Hasan in
favor of Trabzon. The Ottoman army, following the
way of Bayburt, marched towards Trabzon, they should have passed through the snowy and high Barkar
Mountain. When the army arrived around Kelkit,
Sultan Mehmed divided its army into two. He sent
forces of Mahmud Pasha on Trabzon from the west
and the Sultan marched from the east together with
his soldiers (Kap›kulu) and Anatolian soldiers. Mahmud Pasha chose the more difficult ways than Fatih,
and he probably got use of Cepni Turkmens in the
area as guide during his march.
The Ottoman fleet had come before and surrounded Trabzon. However, Trabzon emperor had not estimated that Sultan Mehmed would be able to arrive
in the city from south by passing over the mountains,
that’s why, he did not leave the city. First the raiders
then the main army arrived in the city and they surrounded the castle from every point. During the preparations for the artillery fire before the attack, the emperor decided to surrender the area and the castle. He
asked for mercy for his family and himself. All the region became Ottoman territory.
The Torul, Cezre and Canehah castles which were
not captured during the Trabzon conquest, were captured by the Shehzade Bayezid in 1479. Sultan who
wanted to finalize his purpose of ultimate sovereignty
in Black Sea sent a fleet to Taman and Circassian coats in the same year. This fleet captured Matrega (Tamatarhan) in the peninsula of Anapa, Kope and Taman.
Ef laq Expedition, 1462
In the middle of XV.th century, Eflaq was ruling
by Vladislav II who was under the protection of the
Ottomans. Then, in 1456 it was ruled by the son of
Vladislav, Vlad Cepes Kaz›kl› Voyvoda (Voyvoda
with Pale) upon the assistance of the Ottomans. Vlad,
who was loyal to Ottomans in the beginning, he caused many damages while the Ottomans were on
Trabzon expedition.
Fatih Sultan Mehmed was informed about the deeds of Kaz›kl› Voyvoda. Sultan, by taking measures to
capture Vlad, invited him to Istanbul by means of Silistre Chief Yunus Bey and on the other hand ordered
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Nigbolu Flag Chief Cak›rc› Hamza Bey to catch him.
Vlad, learned the plan of Hamza Bey who was waiting at the bank of Danube for him, and he captured
Yunus Bey and Hamza Bey with a sudden attack and
impaled them and their soldiers. Then he returned to
Eflaq with a great slave convoy after he destroyed the
cities near the band of Nigbolu, Vidin and Danube.
Sultan Mehmed was very upset as a result of this
event. Sultan wanted his viziers Mahmud and Ishak
Pasha to bring Radul, brother of Vlad, in front of him
and appointed Radul as Eflaq Voyvoda. Radul was given a force consisted of four thousand horsemen and
sent to Nigbolu. He was ordered to wait there for the
coming of the Sultan with the Ottoman army. In the
spring of 1462, Sultan Mehmed began his Eflaq expedition. Bogdan Prince also supported the expedition.
The Ottoman army was approximately one hundred
fifty soldiers. Mahmud Pasha entered Eflaq before the
Ottoman army, but he did not meet the forces of Vlad.
Sultan Mehmed entered Danube River from the Black
Sea with twenty five galleys and one hundred fifty
transportation ship. He advanced towards Vidin.
When Mahmud Pasha did not meet the forces of Vidin, he sent Evrenos Bey, son of Evrenosoglu Ali Bey,
to the lands of Eflaq for raid.
When Sultan Mehmed arrived in the bank of Danube River, the forces of Kaz›kl› Voyvoda were at the
other side of Danube. Sultan gave eighty ships and
artilleries to the janissaries. The Sultan and Ottoman
army passed to the other side by means of janissaries,
although two hundred fifty janissaries died in the attack. Vlad escaped. Sultan Mehmed ordered to distribute thirty-thousand gold to the janissaries. While the
brother of Vlad, Radul, was going in front of the Ottoman army, some measures were taken for the possibility of night attack of Kaz›kl› Voyvoda. Ottoman forces were ready for such an attack and they defeated
the Eflaqi army. Voyvoda who was defeated escaped
to Hungary with some of his forces. However, he was
imprisoned since he had made actions against Hungarians and he died there. After this victory, the Sultan returned to Edirne.
When the event of taking Eflaq under the Ottoman sovereignty is considered together with the conquest of Amasra, Sinop and Trabzon, it is seen that
Sultan Mehmed ensured the control of west and south
coasts of the Black Sea. In the same year, the two castles were constructed by Sultan Mehmed near Gallipolis, on two sides of Dardanelle, ensured passing from
Aegean to the Black Sea under the sovereignty of the
Ottomans.
The Conquest of Midilli Island, 1462
After the success of Eflaq expedition, Sultan Mehmed decided to capture the Midilli Island; because
Nicolo from the Gattilusio brothers killed his elder
brother to get the authority; he stopped paying tax to
the Ottomans, protected the pirate ships against the
Ottomans. The Ottoman fleet consisted of two hundred pieces under the command of Mahmud Pasha
was sent to the island, since Nicolo did not pay any
attention to the warnings of the Ottomans. Sultan
Mehmed went to Ayazmend by land and pitched his
tent on the other side of Midilli Island. After the fleet
of Mahmud Pasha arrived in Midilli, he captured the
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harbor. The castle was besieged when the offer for surrendering was not accepted. Because of the artillery fire, great damage was inflicted on the castle. Then Sultan Mehmed passed the island and his tent was set on
a location where he could see Midilli from the top.
When people in the castle saw the preparation of the
army after the arrival of Sultan, they understood that
Ottomans would make a general attack and so they
accepted to surrender. The castle commander was
brought in front of the Sultan with his family and
men. Sultan Mehmed passed to Anatolia after the
castle surrendered, he gave orders to Mahmud Pasha
to carry out necessary works for the castle and island
and then he returned to Istanbul.
The conquest of Bosnia, 1463
The Bosnia Kingdom was paying tax to the Ottoman State before 1463 expedition. In spite of this, he
joined certain activities in Europe against the Ottomans and he had arrested the envoy sent by the Sultan to collect the tax, this made Fatih very angry. The
region was also rich with regard to gold and silver mines. There was a friendship and alliance between the
king of Bosnia and the Hungarian king. The Sultan
had offered Bosnian king a peace treaty many times if
he paid tax, but the king relying on the Hungarians
had refused this offer with the idea of independency.
The expeditions on him did not change his mind.
Thus Sultan Mehmed, decided to organize an expedition to Bosnia.
When the Ottoman army under the commandership of Sultan Mehmet came to Vilitcrin via SkopjeKaradonlu way, they learned that Bosnia king burnt
Agac Hisar. Upon this, the Sultan sent Mahmud Pasha as an advance guard. Mahmud Pasha captured
the Bobofca and Visoka castles in Bosnia boundary.
Sultan Mehmed established his military camp in
Travnik region. When it was learned that Bosnia king
was in Yayce castle, Mahmud Pasha was sent there
with his soldiers. Ottoman forces captured Sokol and
Kiluc castles one by one in which Bosnia king took refuge. The king asked for mercy, and he was forgiven
and sent to Sultan Mehmed. Afterwards, Sultan Mehmet captured Yayce castle personally. Mahmud Pasha came to Yayçe. When the Bosnia king and his brother were captured, Yayçe castle also surrendered.
King of Bosnia was beheaded. Mahmud Pasha then
sent to Herzegovina. While the Herzegovina Chief
was escaping, many castles in the region were captured. In addition, the lands of two principalities, Kovacoglu and Pavl›oglu, were also added to the lands of
the Ottomans. Kadis and Flag Chiefs were appointed
to the conquered places and Emirs to the Bosnia mines.
2nd Bosnia Expedition , 1464
After the first Bosnia expedition, Venetians had
made attacks in Mora and Hungarian king in Bosnia
in winter of 1463, according to the agreement between them. Yayce castle had been delivered to Hungarian king by its voyvoda and chief guard. Hungarian
king who had captured Srebrenice in the Serbian boundary besieged Izvornic. Hungarian king then returned by being satisfied with the castles he captured.
Since Bosnia is vital for the Ottomans, Sultan Mehmed made his second Bosnia expedition in the spring
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of 1464. The target of Sultan Mehmed was to recapture the Yayce castle. Although the castle was surrendered by all means, it was not captured. Hungarian
king came for help to the castle, and that’s why Sultan
Mehmed marched on the Hungarian king. Since he
could not find the opportunity to fight with the king,
he went to Sofia to pass the winter. Mahmud Pasha
was sent to help Izvornik castle that was besieged by
Hungarians. Mahmud Pasha broke the siege of the
Hungarians and he returned to meet with Sultan in
Sofia. Fatih Sultan Mehmed, with his second Bosnia
expedition in which he personally attended, had prevented Bosnia to be captured by Hungarians and as a
result of this, the Ottomans obtained a very important
position in Balkans against the alliance between Venice-Hungary.
The Ottoman- Venice War and its results,
1463-1479
Republic of Venice did not want to encounter with
the Ottomans until the conquest of Istanbul. Venice
was busy with its rivals, Naples and Milano in Italy
those times. However, successes of the Ottomans in
the islands and their capturing the Venice colonies in
Mora, urged Venice to look for a powerful alliance.
With the encouragement of Pope, an alliance treaty
was signed between Venice and Iskender Bey against
the Ottomans. Then, Hungary and Burgonia also joined in this alliance. Naples did not join to this alliance. When Pope went to Ankona to invite Raguza to
this alliance, he died, and no result was obtained
from these efforts for a new Crusade. However, the Republic of Venice, Hungarians and Iskender Bey began
to a joint operation against the Ottomans.
The Venice Senate took a decision to wage war
against the Ottomans in 1463 and Yakomo Loredano
was appointed as the commander of the Venetian forces. The Venetians would be active in Mora, Hungarians in Bosnia and Iskender Bey in Albania. Venetians
attacked on Mora in August of 1463. Upon this, the
Sultan sent the grand vizier Mahmud Pasha to Mora.
Venetians were defeated here. Though Hungarian
king Mathias Carvin captured Yayce and some other
castles, upon the Bosnia expedition of Sultan Mehmed in 1464, he then withdrew. The Venetian fleet
and army that became unsuccessful in Mora then captured Tasoz, Imroz and Semadirek islands and occupied Athens with the commandership of Viktor Capello, but then they had to withdraw upon the attacks of
Turks. In the same year, the Venetian fleet wanted to
capture Midilli, but when they learned that the Ottoman army arrived in, they had to withdrew. In 1467,
Republic of Venice asked for peace on condition that
Imroz and Limni would be given to them. The Venetians whose offer was not accepted began their attacks
again in Mora to turn the fight in favor of them. Turhan Beyoglu Omer Bey defeated the Venetians in Mora. Venetians had to withdraw with great loss. Kanalis, the commander of Venetian Forces, by moving
from Egriboz island, occupied Limnos and Imroz
1467).
In 1470, Sultan Mehmed organized a great expedition against the activities of Kanalis in Aegean and
the destruction he made in Enez. He acted to capture
Egriboz Island which was a very important island for

the Venetians. While Mahmud Pasha, Flag Chief of
Gallipolis moved towards the island with his fleet consisted of about three hundred or four hundred ships,
Sultan Mehmed moved with his force consisted of
about seventy thousand of one hundred thousand soldiers by land. Although the siege of Egriboz was hard
for the Ottomans, the island was conquered with the
great success of the artillerymen of the Ottomans.
(July 12th, 1470).
Venice wanted to make a treaty with the Ottomans after all these defeats, but they were not so
much insistent for this since there was activities for a
Crusade in Europe. Venetians sent Katerino Zeno, cousin of Despina Hatun, wife of Uzun Hasan, to Uzun
Hasan and made alliance with him (1471). Uzun
Hasan had his own reasons to make an alliance with
the Venetians. In an attack to be made by the Venetians to the south coasts of Anatolia, he would attack
from the north, and in this way he would capture the
Karaman lands under the ruling of Sultan Mehmet
since 1468 or by giving back these lands to Karaman
Principality, he would have an outstanding position
in the Middle Anatolia by means of this Beylik subject
to him.
After this diplomatic contact between the two parties, Mocenigo, the commander of Venetian Fleet landed on the coast of the Mediterranean with his fleet.
He made destructions and plundering on the Aegean
coasts. Then, fleet of the Kingdom of Naples and the
fleet of Pope joined him in Mora. The number of the
fleet was about eighty-five galleys. Venetian fleet caused great damages and plundering in Antalya and
Izmir. This sea attack continued from the spring of
1472 to the autumn of the same year. While Sultan
Mehmed marched on Uzun Hasan in 1473, the Venice fleet was continuing their activities under the commandership of Mocenigo. Karamanogullar› was also
acting with them. The allied fleet had assisted to Kas›m Bey in ‹cel and some castles in Silifke and its surroundings had been captured by Mocenigo and given
to Kas›m Bey.
In addition to these activities of the Venetian fleet,
the weapons demanded by Uzun Hasan from Venice
were sent to Cyprus with the committee of Giosafat
Barbaro upon the resolution of the Senate in the January of 1473. Uzun Hasan attacked on Mameluk territory first to get these weapons, and he was defeatd.
Therefore, Sultan Mehmed sent an envoy committee
to Sultan of Mamelukes and offered him to act together against Uzun Hasan. Emir sent an envoy committee and gifts to Sultan Mehmed. Following this, Sultan Mehmed sent an envoy committee to Cairo. The
committee was welcomed very sincerely in Cairo. Mameluke Sultan appointed an envoy to be sent to the
Ottoman capital to establish an alliance against Akkoyunids. While Sultan Mehmed continuing such activities in the east, he was carrying out various activities in the west to break the alliance established against the Ottomans. Sultan Mehmed who wanted to separate Uzun Hasan from the other members of the alliance sent envoy committees to Venice and Hungary
to earn time. Besides, land attacks directly targeting
Venice were made to prevent the assistance of Venice
during a prospective fighting with Uzun Hasan. The
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Ottoman raiders who moved from Bosnia in the autumn of 1472 advanced towards to Friuli near Venice
and made plundering. It seems that the purpose of the
Sultan during this attack was to march on Uzun Hasan. Because, during the expedition made by Yusuf
Miza to the inside of Anatolia in the autumn of the same year when he plundered Tokat and Karaman areas, Sultan had passed to Anatolian side and upon the
offer of his viziers he had postponed the expedition to
be made on Uzun Hazan to 1473 year.
When Uzun Hasan was defeated by the Ottomans
in 1473, Venice lost its greatest ally in the east. In
1474, peace negotiations between two parties fastened. Finally, in 1475, an non-aggression treaty was
made for a one year period. Within this period, Kefe
and Crimea expeditions were made with the Ottoman
fleet (1475).
As soon as the treaty expired, the fight between
two parties began again. The Venice fleet under the
commandership of Lorenado made destructions in the
coasts of Anatolia. Ottomans who tried to capture
Inebaht› in 1477 was defeated. In the same year, Bosnia Flag Chief Turahan Beyo lu Omer Bey made a
land attack to Venice. In this way the plundering of
Mocenigo and Loredano at the Turkish coasts was got
revenged. Then, two sides made peace negotiations,
but no result was obtained.
Following this, Fatih went his 3rd Albanian expedition in the spring of 1478. Ottomans laid the surrendering of Iskodra as a condition for peace. After
the Ottomans captured Kroya, they sent all the forces
to Iskorda. Since the expedition took long, the Sultan
returned to Istanbul. Six months after his return, Venetians surrendered Iskodra. Afterwards, the Ottoman-Venice peace treaty was signed and the war that
lasted for sixteen years was ended. Civani Dorya who
came to Istanbul in the name of the Republic of Venice accepted all the offers of the Ottoman state. According to the treaty, the Venetians would give back all
the places they captured during this sixteen-year war.
Kroya and Iskodra in Albania would be hold by the
Ottomans. In return, Turks would give the places they
took from the Venetians in Dalmatia, Albania and
Mora. The slaves of both parties would be let free. Venetians accepted to pay one-hundred thousand filori
indemnities and ten thousands duca tax to the Ottoman treasury each year, and alum lease taxes. Venice
would have a right to assign a permanent ambassador in Istanbul. The treaty that ended the OttomanVenice war was signed in the spring of 1479 and the
treaty was declared by the duke of Venice in April
25th 1479 in Saint Marcus Feast.
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Albanian Expeditions and Conquest of Albanian , 1465-1478
Berat city that was captured by Turks in 1455
was besieged by Iskender Bey but could not be captured. Two years later, in 1457, the Ottoman forces under the commandership of Hamza Bey were defeated
in Albulena plain by Iskender Bey. Hamza Bey was
taken as a prisoner. However, as a result of the death
of the King of Naples Alfons V in 1458, Iskender lost
his powerful protector. For this reason, Iskender Bey
accepted the Otoman soverignity and taxes in 1460.
Though Pope did not approve this agreement, Isken-
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der Bey deemed it necessary. In 1461, Iskender Bey
went to Italy to support Ferdinand against his rivals,
the son of Alfons who became king after his father’s
death, and he saved Ferdinand. Iskender returned to
his country in 1462 and upon the insistences of the
Pope and envoy of Venice, he broke his relations with
the Ottomans and assumed in a hostile manner. In
the meantime, as the Ottomans were busy in Anatolia
and Eflaq parts, they could not act for a definite attack on Iskender Bey. The developments in Balkans
and Mora caused new results. When the Turks captured Bosnia and Argos, a city of Venetians in Mora,
Venice wanted to make an alliance with Iskender Bey.
After the treaty was signed between two parties, one
year after the Republic of Venice decided to wage war
against Turks with the Hungarians, in the spring of
1464, Iskender Bey began his operations against the
Ottomans. In 1464, the forces under the commandership of Balaban Pasha partly became successful against Iskender Bey. However, when both Balaban Pasha and Yakup Pasha were defeated by Iskender Bey ,
Sultan Mehmed decided to make an expedition on Albanian in 1465.
During the expedition of 1465, Fatih entered Albanian with his army consisted of 150 thousand soldiers. The Albanian people withdrew to mountains
and the Sultan besieged Kroya castle. When it could
not be captured, ‹lbasan castle was constructed. Then,
the Sultan returned back. Iskender appeared after Fatih returned. As he knew the importance of Kroya city
for Albania, he asked the assistance of Hungary, Venice and Raguza. He personally went to Rome in 1466
to ask the assistance of Pope. Iskender Bey who also
obtained the assistance of Naples returned to Albania
in 1467. He stopped the forces of Balaban Pasha who
besieged Kroya. While Balaban Pasha died in the
fight, the Turkish forces were ruined. Iskender Bey besieged Ilbasan castle.
Upon these developments, the Sultan went on his
second Albanian expedition in the spring of 1467.
While Kroya (Akçahisar) besieged, it was also attacked on Drac, but it could not be captured. (August
1467). Soldiers were put in the other captured places.The situation of Iskender Bey was getting worse.
Iskender Bey was struggling much to capture Ilbasan
castle that was constructed by Turks to permanently
threat Kroya. However, in January 1468, Iskender
Bey died in the town Lesh. Before his death, Iskender
Bey had put his son Yani and his country in the care
of the Republic of Venice. However, his wife went to
Naples. The places belonging to Iskender were on dispute between the Ottomans, Venetians and Albanians
for ten years after his death. Because of the resistance
of ‹skender Bey, Kroya city and places in the hands of
Venetians could not have been captured. In the spring
of 1478, Sultan Mehmed decided to went to expedition personally. In the meantime, negotiations between
the Ottomans and Venetians to end the war were still
continuing. Fatih, by taking advantage of cutting the
negotiations, moved at the head of the army to definitely conclude the Albanian problem. Kroya which
was under siege for a long time was captured in June
1478, and then Iskodra. The castle was besieged and
bombarded by the artilleries. However, since many
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soldiers died during the siege, Lesh, Dergos and Golbas› castles around Iskodra were captured and in this
way helps that might come from the outside were prevented. Then soldiers were placed into the two towers
constructed on two ends of the bridge over Boyana River going to Iskodra castle, and they would not let the
ships that would come in front of the castle by the sea
through the river. After Sultan Mehmed took such measures, he left the Raider Commander Evrenesoglu
Ahmed Bey and forty thousand soldiers around Iskodra and he returned to Istanbul because of his sickness.
Since all the connections of Iskodra castle was completely cut, the castle could not stand much, and it was
surrendered under the condition that their lives and
goods would be safe, and those who wanted to leave
would be let go, and those who wanted to stay would
be let to do so. In about six months after the return of
the Sultan, the castle was captured in 1479. Upon
surrendering of Iskodra, the war with Venice that continued for 16 years, and that had turned into a Crusade once in a while, finished. The Republic of Venice
accepted to make peace.

Relations between Ottoman State and Karaman Principality in Fatih period
Relations before Otlukbeli War
Karamanoglu Ibrahim Bey died in 1463, after he
ruled thirty nine years. He named his elder son Ishak
as the ruler before his death. The other sons of Ibrahim bey, Pir Ahmed and his brothers objected to this
decision. Since Ishak Bey could not resist to Pir Ahmed, he asked for the help of Mameluke Sultan. Ishak, who could not get the actual help from Mamelukes went to Uzun Hasan of Akkoyunids. He captured
Karaman with his support. This time, Pir Ahmed
applied to the Ottomans for help. Pir Ahmed left some
of his lands to the Ottomans and asked the protection
of Sultan Mehmed. Ishak Bey also applied to the Sultan for the same requests, but Ottomans supported
Pir Ali. Ishak Bey went to Uzun Hasan. Pir Ahmed
left Aksehir, Beysehri, S›klan Hisar› and Ilg›n areas to
the Ottomans because of their helps.
Pir Ahmed fought with his brother Kas›m Bey
from 1465. He defeated him also, with the assistance
of the Ottomans. Then Uzun Hasan helped Pir Ahmed who wanted to capture the places he left to the
Ottomans. He made various actions against the Ottomans when they were busy with Venice, Pope, Naples,
Hungary, Albania, and Rhodes. Upon this, Fatih personally went to Karaman expedition in 1466. Pir Ahmed escaped to Larende. Kevele castle and Konya
that was the center of the state were captured. The
grand vizier Mahmud Pasha was sent on Pir Ahmed.
Pir Ahmed was defeated. At the end of the expedition,
some people from Konya and Larende were sent to Istanbul. Manisa Flag Chief Shehzade Mustafa was assigned as the Karaman Governor (1466). Since the
problems in Karaman did not come to an end, Rum
Mehmed Pasha was sent on Karaman in 1468. Mehmed Pasha, who made great destructions in Karaman
and fought with Varsak Turkmens, was defeated by
Varsak ruler Uyuz Bey. He was dismissed first and
then he was killed. Ishak Pasha was assigned in place
of him. ‹shak Pasha who marched on Pir Ahmed and

Kas›m Bey, attack to Larende in 1470. Pir Ahmed
and Kas›m Bey asked for the support of Uzun Hasan.
Ishak Pasha transferred some people from Aksaray to
Istanbul at the end of the expedition.
In 1471, Gedik Ahmed Pasha was sent to Karaman. He was ordered to capture Alaiye and then Silifke. Gedik Ahmed Pasha then captured the Minyan
castle where some family members of Karamanogullar› were staying. In the meantime, Pir Ahmed and
Kas›m Bey who took refuge in Uzun Hasan were trying to persuade Uzun Hasan to march on the Ottomans. As a result of these activities, Uzun hasan sent
them to Karaman with the forces he gave. Gedik Ahmed Pasha withdrew to Konya. Bektasoglu Emir
Omer Bey, his cousin Yusuf Mirza and K›z›l Ahmed
Bey from Candarogullar› had also participated to the
forces sent by Uzun Hasan. These forces that arrived
in Erzincan sent a letter to Bayezid to take permission
with the excuse that in fact they were going to ascend
Dhulqadirids K›l›c Aslan to the throne in place of his
father, as they did not want to oppose to the Prince
Bayezid. Before this letter was received by the Prince,
Rum (Anatolian) Beylerbeyi Sarabdar Hamza Bey
who resided in Tokat gave permission according to
that letter. The forces that passed from the Ottoman
boundary attacked on Tokat in the morning and destroyed and plundered the city and took many people
in captivity. (1472).
Emir Bey who was commanding the Akkoyonid
forces returned from there and headed towards Diyarbak›r. He sent the other forces to Karaman under the
command of Yusuf Mirza. These forces made operations in Karaman and Hamiteli starting from Kayseri
and its surroundings. In the meantime, Sultan Mehmed ordered Shehzade Mustafa in Konya to withdraw to Afyonkarahisar and wait there until Anadolu
Beylerbeyi Davut Pasha came. Akkoyunid forces under the command of Yusuf Mirza had arrived around
Beysehir. After a very bloody war between the Ottoman forces under the command of Sehzade Mustafa
and Akoyunlu forces, the Ottoman forces won. Yusuf
Mirza and many Akkoyunid Beys were taken as captive. Those who escaped from this war subjected to the
attack of Varsak Turkmen tribe around Karaman. As
a result, one thousand from twenty thousand persons
could not be rescued alive. Pir Ahmed Bey, K›z›l Ahmed Bey and Kas›m Bey who had joined to Akkoyunid forces escaped. Pir Ahmed and K›z›l Ahmed took
refuge in Uzun Hasan again. Kas›m Bey went to ‹çel
area and stayed in Silifke that was captured from the
Ottomans with the assistance of Venetians.
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The East Expeditions of Fatih and Otlukbeli
War, 1473
Akkoyunid Ruler Uzun Hasan had owned Iraq,
Azerbaijan and Iran as date of 1473 and made its
state the biggest empire of the near east. He defeated
and killed Karakoyunid Ruler Cihan Shah (1467)
and following this, he also defeated Abu Said Khan
from Timurids (1469). With his successes, Uzun Hasan thought he would also defeat the Ottomans. Uzun
Hasan made some alliances with the western states
against the Ottomans long before he began to operate
against the Ottomans. Akkoyunid envoys had gone to
the west in different times. Uzun Hasan, by means of
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his envoys, sent information about his operations in
Anatolia to the Crusade Sea Forces who had destroyed the Mediterranean coasts, especially Antalya, and
arrived in Rhodes. He demanded fired guns. In addition, he offered to make alliance with the Venetians
against the Ottomans and Mamelukes. (1472). This
offer was conveyed to the senate of Venice by the Venetian envoy Katerino Zeno. However, though the demanded guns were sent, they had not been received by
Akkoyunids, but the Venetian Admiral Mocenigo
destructed the Anatolian coasts. Due to these reasons,
and their attacks, plunders and massacres on Ottoman lands, it was decided to make an expedition against the Akkoyunids. Mahmud Pasha was assigned as
the grand vizier again. The expedition was postponed
to the year of 1473 to make the necessary preparations and Sultan Mehmed, upon the recommendations
of his Viziers, he assigned Mihaloglu Ali Bey as the
governor of Sivas province, his brother Iskender Bey
as the Kayseri Flag chief and his eldest brother Bali
Bey as the Niksar Officer. The Raider Beys made destruction and plundering in Erzincan, Kemah, Aksar
and Bayburt regions. In this way, Tokat plundering of
Uzun Hasan was responded.
The Ottoman Army set off from Üsküdar under
the command of Fatih Sultan Mehmed in March
1473. Sultan Mehmed sent Prince Cem to Edirne for
the protection of Rumelia. He had assigned two other
princes in expedition. Bayezid was with Karaman soldiers. Rumeli Beylerbeyi Has Murad Pasha was commanding leading forces of thirty thousand soldiers.
Anadolu Beylerbeyi Davud Pasha was with thirty thousand soldiers. In addition, there were one hundred
thousand horsemen, which were not stated in the records. Besides, there was a union consisted of ten thousand janissaries, twenty thousand pedestrian soldiers and thirty thousand torment soldiers. After the
Sultan moved from Istanbul, he arrived in Bursa Yenisehri. He joined the army with the forces of Rumelia
Beylerbeyi Has Murad Pasha in Iznik. The Prince
Mustafa with his Karaman unions joined to the army
in Ankara, Beypazar› and the Prince Beyezid with his
own forces in Amasya, Kazova.
Sultan Mehmed did not accept the offer of the
Grand Vizier Mahmud Pasha to capture Sarki Karahisar on the way of army. When the Ottoman army
arrived in Erzincan, the first fighting with the forces
of Uzun Hasan was done and the enemy was defeated. Uzun Hasan sent a union with five thousand
soldiers under the command of Mehmed and Cemsit
Beys against the Ottoman forces. When Sultan Mehmed learnt this, he also sent a union with five thousand soldiers under the command of Turahanoglu
Omer Bey. The Ottoman forces defeated the forces of
Uzun Hasan and took fifty soldiers as captive.
When the Ottoman army arrived nearby Tercan
by following Euphrates valley, the forces of these two
sides encountered again. Mahmud Pasha and Has
Murad Pasha were sent with their selected forces against them. Forces of Uzun Hasan withdrew when they
realized that the Ottoman forces were advancing towards them and they lied in ambush. Although Mahmud Pasha understood that the withdrawal was an
ambush, forces of Has Murad Pasha advanced and
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they were defeated in this battle on August 4th, 1473.
Some of the commanders of Ottomans; Turahanoglu
Omer Bey, Ayd›noglu Hac› Bey and Fenarioglu Ahmed Pasha were taken as captive.
The Ottoman forces began to advance towards
Bayburt in the north direction. Six days had passed
but, the forces of Uzun Hasan had not appeared yet.
In the seventh day, while the Ottoman army was about spending the night in the place called in Uc Ag›zl›,
the forces of Kafir Ishak from the forces of Uzun Hasan appeared on a hill in the location called Otlukbeli. Anatolian Beylerbeyi Davud Pasha and the Grand
vizier Mahmud Pasha were sent to fight with the forces of Kafir Ishak and Davud Pasha defeated these
forces and captured the hills of Otlukbeli, so in this
way he saved the Ottoman army from a great danger.
Davud Pasha attacked on the forces of Uzun Hasan.
The right branch of the Ottoman army under the
command of the Prince Bayezid had defeated Ugurlu
Mehmed, the son of Uzun Hasan. The left branch under the command of Mustafa, the other son of Menmed, had defeated the other son of Uzun Hasan, Zeynel Mirza, and they killed him. At the end of war, the
military camp of Uzun Hasan was plundered.
Fatih Sultan Mehmed did not follow Uzun Hasan
after the war by opposing to the views of his soldiers.
He did not want to destroy this Muslim state and he
stated that would not be a military expedition on behalf of Islam (gaza). In fact, Fatih had obtained his
purpose with the Otlukbeli victory, eliminated Akkoyunid danger and forced Uzun Hasan to get along
well with them. When Sultan Mehmed was in Sebinkarahisar, Uzun hasan sent Ahmed Begurci to the
Sultan with offer of peace and Fatih accepted request
of Uzun Hasan for peace. Although Uzun Hasan made a peace treaty with the Ottomans, he accepted the
Venice envoys that persuaded him for war. Upon this,
Fatih sent an envoy to the grandson of Timur, Hüseyin Baykara, and suggested to make an attack on
Uzun Hasan from both sides. In the meantime, Gedik
Ahmed Pasha captured the Toros hills and Mediterranean coasts and completed the conquest of Karaman
(1474).

The Crimea Expedition and acceptance of
Ottoman Sovereignty by Crimea Khanate, 1475
In the North Black Sea, on the coasts of Crimea
and Azak, Genoeses had commercial colonies. Especially, Kefe was the most important center of the Genoese trade in the Black Sea. Genoeses were trading
with Iran, Russia and Middle Asia by means of both
Kefe and other harbors. Fatih wanted to capture more than half of the Black Sea to hold Istanbul and the
Dardanelles straits and wanted to turn this closed sea
into Turkish lake. Therefore, he wanted to remove the
Genova colonies there and capture the trade they were making.
By taking advantage of the yearly armistice, Sultan Mehmed decided to make the Black Sea expedition. In 1475, at the end of May, the Grand vizier Gedik Ahmed Pasha sailed in the Black sea with his seventy thousand soldiers and three hundred-piece fleet.
At the beginning of June Kefe was captured. Afterwards, the fleet entered Azak Sea and captured the
Azak castle. Then they captured the Menkup castle in
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the south of Crimea peninsula. About forty thousand
people from Genova colonies were sent to Istanbul for
settlement. Before Gedik Ahmed Pasha captured Kefe,
Mengli Giray who had made a fight with his brother
Nur Devlet for the throne, was defeated and escaped
to Kefe was also there. Mengli Giray and his younger
sister Yagmurca Sultan were brought in Istanbul and
imprisoned in the towers of Istanbul for a while. Nur
Devlet did not join to the Bogdan expedition, that’s
why he was dismissed and Mengli Giray Khan replaced him as the khan.
Bogdan Expedition , 1476
Bogdan was under the Ottoman sovereignty since
September 1455. While Bogdan Prince Stephan Cel
Mare was paying his tax at the beginning, he tried to
declare his independence in the period when Turks
were fighting with Venice, Naples and Pope at sea
and Albanians and Hungarians on land. Some of the
Genova prisoners had taken refuge in Bogdan, while
they were being transferred to Istanbul by ships after
Kefe was captured, and he expelled the Eflaqi voyvoda from his country. Therefore, an expedition on Bogdan was decided. Rumelia Beylerbeyi Had›m Sülayman Pasha was sent to Bogdan, but he was defeated
(1476), and that’s why, Sultan decided to go on an
expedition personally.
Bey of Bogdan did not engage in a direct war and
withdrew inside of the country. During his withdrawal, he burnt all the fields and vineyards and destroyed the grain and wheat products. With the support
of ships arrived in Danube, the scarcity and losses were decreased. However, the army that looked for the
enemy in Bogdan could not meet with them and they
lost many soldiers because of scarcity. In the meantime, prince of Bogdan had hidden in the forest, and
they fortified the front with artilleries. Ottoman army
engaged in a violent battle. The janissaries were lying
on the ground, as they were afraid of the noise of the
artilleries. Upon this, Sultan Mehmed said to the Janissary Chief Trabzonlu Mehmed Agha “why these
young men behave like this; do men who wear the belt
of bravery behave like this?” and he personally joined
to the war on his horse with his shield in his hand. Janissaries felt ashamed and began to attack. Though
many solders died, they defeated the enemy. Bogdan
Prince escaped from the battle field. The Ottoman
army stayed in Bogdan lands for further two months
and made plundering. Then they decided to return to
Edirne. Bey of Eflaq was given gifts because of his services in the expedition.
When the Turkish army was passing over Danube
on their way back from Bogdan expedition, Mihaloglu Ali Bey informed that the Hungarian king constructed three castles in Kobiloviç area where Danube
and Morova Rivers merges and he would attack to the
Ottoman lands by using this place as his military
camp. Though it was winter, Sultan Mehmed decided
to make an expedition to Semendire area to destroy
these castles. When the Sultan arrived in this area
with his army, the Hungarian king had returned to
his country. In spite of the heavy winter conditions,
Ottoman forces besieged the castles built by Hungarians. Finally, those defending the castles surrendered
by begging for mercy. The castles were destroyed and

demolished. Sultan Mehmed, with this expedition under very heavy winter conditions, showed that he would never permit the Hungarians to construct fortified
areas on Danube River, and he had strengthen the
Ottoman sovereignty once more.
Otranto ve Rhodes expeditions, 1480
After Fatih forced Venice, that was a strong state
at the Mediterranean, to make peace, he was interested in the conquest of Rhodes, a door to Mediterranean, and Italy which seems suitable for invasion because of its internal conditions. After the treaty signed
with Venice in 1479, Gedik Ahmed Pasha was assigned to Italy expedition. The Ottoman army under the
command of Ahmed Pasha captured the Zanta, Kefalonya and Ayamavra islands, he could not capture
Leonardo, the ruler of the islands. King of Naples protected Leonardo and this event created a base for the
Italy expedition. The Ottoman fleet in Gallipolis consisted of approximately one hundred ships. On July
25th, 1480, Gedik Ahmed Pasha arrived in Polya coasts and besieged Otranto. On August 11th, 1480, Otranto was captured by Turks. War prisoners and spoils in significant amounts were obtained. The army
sent by the king of Naples to take back Otranto was
defeated by the forces of Ahmed Pasha. Ahmed Pasha
also captured the other castles around Otranto. He
placed food and ammunition in the castle in sufficient
quantities. He wanted to use this castle as a base during the Italy operation. However, Sultan Mehmed
had deceased at this time. Upon the invitation of
Bayezid II, he returned to Istanbul and Italy conquest
was postponed. King of Naples who wanted to take
Otranto back, first captured the castle around Otranto with the support of Hungary and activity of fleet of
Aragon. Then he captured Otranto on September
10th, 1481, that was hold by Turks for 13 months.
When the Ottoman state began Italy expedition,
they also wanted to capture Rhodes in the hands of
Saint Jean Knights. It was neces sary to cap ture
Rhodes to make the Ottoman sovereignty in Aegean
for definite, since the islands were very close to Anatolian coasts and the rulers of Rhodes was ac ting
against Ottoman interests. In fact, after the conquest
of Istanbul, two expeditions in the years of 1455 and
1467 had been organized to the island but no positive
results had been obtained. The Ottomans because of
both military and commercial reasons could not accept the plundering of the commodities of the merchants from/to Turkey, Egypt and Syria by the knights
in Rhodes Island and the pirates they supported. Sultan Mehmed also wanted to make an expedition to
Egypt after the Rhodes expedition. Rhodes was in a
strategic point in every kind of pas sing bet ween
Aegean Sea and Egypt.
Vizier Mesih Pasha made a landing operation to
Rhodes Island on May 23rd, 1480, by around St. Ethiene Mountain with his fleet consisted of 160 ships
and with his unions coming by land. Then, St. Nicolas tower of Rhodes castle was bombarded. The attack
made from the destroyed side of the tower became unsuccessful. In the night of June 19th, the second attack
that was made through the bridge constructed between the harbor break-water and St.Nicolas tower
with the ships became also unsuccessful. Upon this,
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Mesih Pasha began to attack Rhodes castle not from
the sea but from the land. The bombardment continued for 35 days and the city walls were greatly
destroyed. Although Turkish forces entered the city for
a while they were repelled. In the same period, when
two ships from Naples entered Rhodes harbor in spite
of the attempts of the Turkish fleet to stop, the soldiers
in the castle became happy with morale but this event
increased the hopelessness of the Turkish party. When
the food scarcity and help coming to Rhodes was informed to the Sultan, he ordered the army to return.
Mesih Pasha besieged Bodrum but he could not capture it. He was dismissed from his office of vizier
because of his failures.

The last expedition of Fatih Sultan and his
decease on May 3rd, 1481
Fatih Sultan Mehmed went to military expedition
to the Anatolian side in the spring of 1481. According
to Tursun Bey and Ibn Kemal, the expedition would
be on Egypt. The main reasons for the expedition of
Sultan Mehmed on Egypt were the power fight for
Dulkad›r Principality, capital punishment of Sehsuvar Bey in Cairo, the official problems between two
parties since the conquest of Istanbul, Hicaz water
ways problem, seeking help of Karamanogullar› from
Cairo and Mameluke-Rhodes alliance during the
Rhodes expedition after the Ottoman-Venice war. Sultan Mehmed had passed to the Anatolian part in the
spring of 1481. But he was ill. His illness increased
while he was passing the Straits. He was feeling uncomfortable with his feet and his distress increased
when he arrived in the military camp in Hunkar
Çay›r› near Gebze. He deceased on May 3rd, 1481
when he was 49.
Personality of Fatih and the Ottoman State
under his Rule
According to the information given by a western
source, Fatih was a very dashing, intelligent ruler
who wanted to gain reputation and honor, could
resist to cold, hot, thirst, hunger and fatigue, spoke
hard, brave and stranger to enjoyment and fun. He
knew Greek and Slavic languages other than Turkish.
In short, Fatih had all the characteristics of the empire founders in the history. His sole purpose was to
dominate all the world and he was a powerful soldier
and broad-minded man of culture. He resembled his
grand fat her Y›l d›r›m Bayezid and his grand son
Yavuz Sultan Selim. The hard measures he took and
his protection and encouragement of science, was
because of the purpose of him to make the state as the
most powerful and superior one in the world. During
his Sultanate, he acted in a very planned and programmed manner and so, he had always been one step
ahead from his rivals in the wars even if he had to
fight in several fronts. He showed the examples of a
master diplomacy and he had never announced the
routes of the expeditions before they began to march
towards the enemies, and this provided great advantages to him. When necessary, he personally attacked
on the enemies by endangering his life, had been a
model for his soldiers and proved that he might have
made sacrifices personally for the victory.
Fatih was the Ottoman Sultan who developed
political and social institutions of the state and deter-
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mined the future political developments of the state.
He eliminated all the hindrances that might oppose to
his ruling to establish a centralized management. At
the beginning period of his ruling, he punished all the
janissaries who revolted against him and established
a definite authority on janissaries by electing personally the janissary masters. He had strengthened
his authority by increasing the number of janissaries
under his management.
Fatih was thinking different from his predecessors
about the rank occupied by the Sultan. During the
time of his father, Candarl› Halil Pasha had performed the office of vizier for 16 years by being almost
the owner of the state. Fatih, after the conquest of Istanbul, eliminated Candarl› and elected the subsequent viziers generally among the sub jects to
demonstrate that the Sultan was the sole authority in
the state. In his period, the grand vizier was only the
absolute representative of the Sultan and he was the
person who obeyed the orders and desires of the Sultan. The most famous of them was Mahmud Pasha
and besides his grand vizierate he was also the governor of Rumelia, and he was controlling a bir army.
Fatih used slave origin people also in the other ranks
of the state. He left the implementation of Islamic
laws to the ulemas. (Muslim theologians and scholars). Kadhis (judges of Islamic law) who made decisions according to the traditional and religious laws
had undertaken the duty of controlling the management. They had left the execution of judgments ehliörf and in this way they separated the management
and judgment. Turkish Sultans had not left their authority to make regulations in policy and management
also after the recognition of Islamic rules. Fatih,
depending on this authority, made various laws and
codes. They were in the manner of the order of Sultan.
Fatih was very severe in the implementations of the
laws and codes and he did not favor to also his sons in
these matters. However, the measures he took in
financial areas and his severe applications caused dissatisfaction.
There was not any law and tradition that organized the change in the Sultanate. For this reason,
it was not possible to appoint an heir apparent to the
throne. Each of the brothers had the same right for
the Sultanate. In the of Sultan’s death, the fight between the brothers was inevitable. Such fights had
caused great dangers for the state many times. Fatih
expressed in his law that it was religiously permissible for the Sultan to kill his brothers for the sake of the
future of the state when he ascended to the throne,
and ulema also deemed this religiously permissible.
In fact, this was not an obligatory law. It was an action that deemed religiously permissible for the state
in case of absolute necessity. This principle had the
purpose to protect the unity of state.
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The Conquest Of Istanbul
he interest of Ottoman on Istanbul has started from the days of establishment. The
Ottoman Padisahs have been seen before the
walls of Istanbul since Orhan Bey. After the initial
good relations, which have taken place as mutual
alliances, sieges on Istanbul have started since 1395
during 1st Bayezid era. Nevertheless sieges until
Fatih era have failed due to various reasons.
The reasons of Mehmed II’s choice of Istanbul as
his main target go back to his prince and first years
of reign. During his 2 years long first reign, the
young Padisah, who was depressed under the emotional pressure of Çandarli Halil Pasha and his
father Murad II in Manisa, saw the conquest of
Istanbul as his reign’s exit point and his future’s
guarantee, under the external threats and Zaganos
Pasha’s effect. Also his bold behaviors on this path
have received his father Murad’s reaction. In addition, grand vizier Çandarli Halil Pasha constituted
the greatest obstacle in front of the conquest. The separation of pashas into factions between Çandarli and
Fatih’s side and their struggles has its roots in this
era. Çandarli, who was using the Janissary, forced
Mehmed and his supporters to wait for revenge after
he called Murad II back to Edirne without acknowledging the young Padisah and sent him back to Manisa with a fait accompli.
Mehmed II kept Çandarli Halil Pasha in his
place after his second enthroning. Çandarli knew the
young Padisah’s attitude towards him but his main
force was the janissary, of which all power holders
refrained. Mehmed II chose to incapacitate Çandarli
slowly by adding Sehabeddin, Saruca and Zaganos
Pashas to his cabinet. Halil pasha was against the
conquest of Istanbul. The recent claims about his
refusal of conquering Istanbul being due to his closeness to Byzantium are doubtful. The greatest fear of
Çandarli was a probable Crusade following the conquest. The old grand vizier was suspicious about this
new adventure since he remembered the hard years
and so he wished to follow a mild policy. Mehmed II
kept him, even though his reaction, to make use of
his experience in diplomacy. As a matter of fact, Çandarli renewed the treaty with Hungarians, had Serbian Despot and Bosnian King to be inclined to the
Ottoman side and started a time gaining play with
the Byzantium.
Another issue that the Mehmed II paid attention
was the Janissary, who was known to be close to the
grand vizier. The janissary organized the Buçuktepe
incident, which caused him to leave the throne, and
of course Çandarli also was behind the incident.
Thus he tried to get Çandarli on his policy by courtesy and acted to get the command totally on himself.
He got rid of Yeniçeri A a Kazanc› Dogan and went
through serious and fresh arrangements. Çandarli’s
men were removed from important positions, and
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were replaced by Padisah’s men. As a result, he had
5000 janissaries ready to fight on his side during the
siege.
After all these, preparations for the conquest such
as, necessary soldiers, munitions, and equipment
were started. Mehmed II was having important economical problems during the first times of his reign.
This was because of expeditions and invasions during
his father’s era that caused destruction in Rumelia
and the Timar system, which provided an important
income. Thus precautions to increase the number of
Timarli Sipahi were taken and the process of making
Vakif and Mülk lands, Timar lands, which would
gain speed, was started. On the other hand, leaving
the Novaberde silver mines to the Serbian caused a
great lack of silver and minting low quality money
affected kapikulu and ulema deeply who were receiving fixed payment. And during the siege preparations
additional taxes were added to the public and customs taxes were increased. Everything was depended
on the conquest of the Istanbul, which would pay for
all of these.
Army preparations appear in Navy and land
armies. It is necessary to talk about the obtaining
and construction of cannons and other war machines
able to destroy the walls. These are depicted as
unusual for sieges, weird, frightening weapons by the
authors of the era. Preparations for such weapons
have been completed mostly in Edirne. Both local
and foreign craftsmen have been used in molding the
various types of cannons. Especially, the great cannon molded was a product of 3 months work, and
according to the records of the era it could throw
stones of 600 kg. The latest developments of the era
were used in the preparations. This conquest has
been the first effective use of cannon during sieges. In
this sense, the first time firearms have been used
effectively and with a special firing technique in this
siege. Also there were, now not in use, the moving
siege towers. The rifle was not an effective war tool in
that time.
It was evident that Istanbul couldn’t be taken by
laying siege on the land only. Thus new ships were
built in Gallipoli shipyards. According to the records
of the era, 12 galleys, 70 kalyete, and 20 smaller
ships were built. Together with other ships built in
other places the number was reaching important
numbers. But these ships, mostly small, were technically insufficient and at the same time the crew was
inexperienced.
Another issue to be mentioned among the preparations is the castle, which was built to stop the help
efforts, to control the narrowest part of the straits of
Rumelia and Anatolian sides, and to cross the straits
easily. This castle, together with the Anatolian castle,
is a display of Ottoman siege style and it is of
“havale” class of castles. The castle, which was built
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during the peacetime with the help of hundreds of
workers, was finished in a short time. This situation
gave Mehmed II hope and reinforced him morally by
showing him his level of power and potential before
the siege.
Mehmed II also calculated the spiritual reactions
of such a conquest alongside its geographical and
political necessity. The Islamic prophesy about the
conquest of Istanbul, as being the conqueror of Constantinople, would give the sultan a spiritual power.
The preparations took quite long. The building of
castle, started in April of 1452, was finished in
August. The surface cause of the war seems to be an
event between the Ottoman soldiers and local people.
Near the completion of the castle, Mehmed II suddenly moved with 50.000 men and got a close look at
the walls for three days. At the same time 2 Venice
ships trying to pass the Straits was attempted to be
stopped and one of them was sank by the canon fire
from the castle, and this event pulled the Venice into
war too. This made the Mehmed II’s intention clear.
The Venice had trade relationships with both
Byzantium and Ottoman. Some of Venice tradesmen,
though their number was small, saw trade benefits in
Turk’s conquering Istanbul. Likewise when the question of whether Istanbul should be left to its own fate
was voted there were seven approving votes in the
Venice Senate. The remaining 74 people wanted to
support the city’s resistance. But their fleets were in
war and busy with protecting their own colonies. The
desperateness of the Venice was also valid for the
Geneva, who had a colony in Galata. Even though
the Pope made 3rd Frederick send a strong ultimatum to Ottoman Padisah, his efforts on helping
Byzantium gave no fruits. The Byzantium Emperor,
as a last hope, applied to the Pope and wanted to join
the Orthodox Church and Vatican, if he wills. Pope’s
representatives, under Cardinal Isidor’s leadership,
came to Istanbul on 6th of October with the Napoli
military (archers) unit. After hard discussions in the
committee of unification, they declared that the two
Churches were united. While people and religious
men, together with some important army people,
remained silent, the supporters were hoping that the
issue would be reviewed after the city was rescued
from threat.
Istanbul’s, powerful looking, strong walls of
approximately 22 km, and in some parts there were
double walls, was not mended appropriately according to the era’s needs due to economical problems. It
was, nevertheless, a difficult obstacle to get over. The
walls at the
Golden horn shores were 5,5 km and it reached
up to Sarayburnu from Ayvansaray and from here it
reached Yedikule (8 km) following the shores of the
Marmara sea. This part of the wall was single lined
and in some parts they were vertical to the sea. There
was a trench full of seawater on the land walls. A
chain could close the entrance to the Golden Horn,
and inside the chain there were Byzantium and Ital-

ian ships.
The siege, personally planned by the Mehmed II,
put into action in a unique technical understanding.
It is rumored that he read books on siege tactics and
studied on plans. Even though long walls brought its
disadvantages their thickness and height provided
great advantage to the defenders. The soldiers of
Byzantium were not crowded and they would have a
hard time. It seems that Mehmed II prepared his
plans accordingly. Probably under the light of previous siege experiences, he foresaw that a long siege
would be useless and the city should be taken in a
short time to prevent military and economical help
from Europe. Also it was thought that a city taken by
sword would have a different status according to the
Islamic law and would provide total ruling power to
the Padisah. This shows that Mehmed II has calculated the conquest of the city by sword would provide
him great fame in the Islamic world and among his
subjects.
Even though, according to the sources of era,
Ottoman soldiers’ number is told to be between
100,000 and 300,000, it is reasonable to accept it
around 100,000 or a bit more. A quarter of them
were janissaries and Kapikulu soldiers. There were
also Serbian miners, German, Bohemian, and Hungarian craftsmen working as sappers. The main force
of the army was consisting of Anatolian and
Rumelian Timarli soldiers. Kapikulu and Azaps
fighting in the first lines played the major role during
the war. In addition to the regular soldiers there were
also dervishes and tekke sheiks in the siege.
Akflemseddin, Molla Gürani and Molla Hüsrev, who
had great effect over Mehmed II, supported both
Mehmed II and his commanders morally as they fortified religious look and respect. Especially,
Akflemseddin is known to be mentioned as the moral
engineer of the conquest since he supported the religious need of the conquest against the opposition,
and supported Mehmed II and his commanders.
The Byzantium and Latin sources of the era
claims that the army of the city was around 5,000,
and this number has gone up to 8,000-9,000 together with the helping forces. In addition the civilian
population helped in mending of the walls, in providing ammo and equipment and even as fighters during the war. The defenders were able to withstand the
crowded Ottoman army thanks to their superiority
in defense, even though they were outnumbered.
They were of course not in a condition to withstand
the attack for a long time without external help. It is
estimated that there were around 30,000 men population in the city able to fight. Venice, Geneva and
some other foreign forces also helped the defense.
Byzantium forces were placed to defense positions
chosen by the emperor himself. Emperor placed his
base between Topkap› and Edirnekap› with his best
troops. On his right fighter Giustiniani of Geneva,
who was famous for his success in city defense with
his 700 men, of which 400 were of Geneva, who came
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to Istanbul in January 1453. Later the forces he commanded were moved to the center to reinforce the
Emperor. Venice Balyo Minetto and his helpers were
assigned to protect the Tekfur Palace. The trench,
which was filled in time, was re-dig. The defense of
four main gates of the city was given to four Venice
commanders, up on the wish of Venice and Geneva.
The old commander Teodor Caristino would defend
between E rikap› (Kaligaria) and Xyloporta in the
Golden Horn. Bishop Leonardo and Langosco brothers of Sak›z Island were placed behind the ditch in
this region. On the right of the Emperor were Cattaneo and Theophilos Palaeologos defending
Silivrikap› region. Filippo Contarini of Venice
defended the part from Marmara shore to Alt›nkap›
(Yald›zl›kap›). Manuel of Geneva was ordered to
defend Yald›zl›kap›. On his left, towards the sea, was
Demetrius Kantakuzenos. Bartolomeo Soligo of
Venice pulled the chain and closed the Golden Gate
on 2nd April. Behind the chain the Byzantium and
Italian ships were lined.
The walls on the Marmara Sea shore were protected with fewer soldiers. The Turkish Prince Orhan
and his small paid Turkish soldiers defended Langa
harbor. Catalans were deployed in the shoreline
down Hippodrome. Cardinal Isidore was defending
Sarayburnu (Acropolis cape) with 200 men. The
part from Ayvansaray-Fener line to Sarayburnu was
defended by Gabriel Trevisano, Golden Horn shores
(until Ayakap›) was defended by Grand duke Lukas
Notaras, and Captain Alvisio Diedo took the command of the fleet. And some reserves were placed in
strategic locations in the city. The defenders had sufficient arrow, catapult, and spears alongside a few
cannons.
Byzantium forces met the Ottoman army’s front
on 2 April and a small fight took place. But when
they saw the Ottoman army’s main divisions were
coming, the Byzantium soldiers withdrew and closed
the city gates, destroyed the bridges on the trenches
and gave the last shape of the defense. Mehmed II
came to the scene in the same day, and placed his
command post on the hill (Maltepe) to the left of
Lycos (Bayrampafla) valley, and took his forces forward to form a front. In addition, he checked the
walls from Marmara shores to the Golden Horn by
sea and placed his troops according to his plan.
Zaganos Pasha was ordered to keep the northern
shores between Galata and Ka ›thane, which was a
Geneva colony, and the southern shores where the
land walls started under pressure with the forces
deployed on Beyo lu and Kas›mpafla. Even a bridge
was planned to be built between Hasköy and walls.
Rumelian head chief (beylerbeyi) Karaca Pasha was
ordered to lay siege on the land walls between the
Golden Horn, up to Tekfur Palace, and E rikap›. The
big cannons were on this front and their target was
the single wall on the Palace part and their joining
point with Theodosian walls. Anatolian head chief
Ishak Pasha and Mahmud Pasha was deployed in
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the region from Topkap› to Yald›zl›kap› and up to
Mermerkule in the Marmara shore. In the center, in
the Edirnekap›-Topkap› line, was Padisah himself
and grand vizier. This part was the part thought to
have the weakest walls, and the best part of the
troops was deployed here with heavy cannons and
the great cannon. The Ottoman Fleet, under
Baltao lu Süleyman Bey’s command, was patrolling
along the Marmara and preventing any foreign ship
to pass through. Another target was to force the Golden Horn chain and enter there. It could be said by
looking at the strong army’s location under Zaganos
pasha’s command, Mehmed II planned to enter the
city from the weak and hard to defend Golden Horn
walls by pressing on. Even it could be said that the
preparations on carrying the ships over land to enter
the Golden Horn in any case of failure should have
been pre-planned and made.
The most effective weapons of Ottoman against
the walls were the cannons. During this siege, where
the cannons were used effectively according to the
era’s sources, cannons were placed carefully, and
they were moved to different locations as needed. As
the preparations for the siege completed on 6th April,
Mehmed II asked the Emperor to surrender the city
according to the Islamic traditions, but he was
refused. To tell the truth both sides knew this was
only a formality. Some researchers claim the active
fight started as the great cannon was fired on 6th
April while some claim it was on 12th April. Even
though there were gaps in the walls after cannon fire
the defenders quickly fixed these. Meanwhile the
Ottoman fleet under Baltao lu’s command moved
towards the Golden Horn. According to Barbaro,
who witnessed the defense, the cannons were
deployed before the weaker walls in four different
places on 11th April. The Ottoman fleet, consisting of
Galleys, Galleons and small ships totaling to 145
pieces, was gathered before Befliktafl-Kabatafl on
12th April. Twelve Galley and 70-80 sail ship had
perfect equipment. There were no other serious
attacks other than cannon fire between 12 to 18
April. The first attack, towards the outer walls in
Bayrampafla stream, was prevented by effective
defense of Giustiniani on 18th April. On 20th April 3
Geneva ships carrying supplies and help for Istanbul,
together with a Byzantium transport ship that joined
them in Dardanelle, showed up before Istanbul.
Ottoman fleet moved to intercept them and confronted them before Yenikap›. Southwester prevented the
rowed Ottoman ships to move, and high-boarded
Geneva ships easily slipped through the barricade
and succeeded to enter the Golden Horn. This failure
caused uneasiness in the Ottoman Army. As a matter
of fact Akflemseddin sent a letter asking Padisah to
take necessary precautions. Even though the peace
proposal of Byzantium was discussed after the first
fight and the failure in the sea, Mehmed II decided to
continue the siege with the support he received from
Akflemseddin and other pashas with him.
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After this, precautions were taken to erase the
remnants of failures and uphold the morale of the
army. First the plan to carry ships over land to the
Golden Horn was applied. After long preparations
the ships, pulled over slipways sometimes by man or
sometimes by machines, were lined over hills behind
Kas›mpafla after a few days and were brought down
into the Golden Horn. Therefore it seems impossible
to move all the ships over that distance and bring
them to the Golden Horn in one night. Another point
of discussion is where these ships, reported to be
around 60-70, were carried through. Some
researchers claim the ships were carried from
Tophane harbor, following Kumbaracabafl› slope, to
Asmal› mescid and carried to Kas›mpafla over Tepebafl› road, while others, calculating that this path
was too rugged and Dolmabahçe and Befliktafl were
a bay at that time, claim they were carried over Harbiye way, which was less bumpy, to Kas›mpafla or
further into the region across the Eyup region.
Besides it is also mentioned that the second path falls
behind Zaganos Pasha’s forces and therefore Galata
Geneva colony and Byzantium were unaware of it,
and if the first way were used they would certainly
know it. The common issue in both up-to-date and
Ottoman resources is that the ships were carried
from the Galata side and put to sea from Kas›mpafla
or across Eyup. In some newer dated Ottoman
archives it is claimed that the fleet was built across
Eyup in the Golden Horn or in Okmeydan› conflicts
with up-to-date resources like siege eyewitness Dursun Bey. On the other hand Konstantin Mihaylovic,
reported to be in the siege, in the wood, 4 Italian
miles away from the shore, 30 Ottoman ships were
built right after the completion of Rumelihisar and
they were pulled over the mountainous land and put
to the Golden Horn as their sails were open and lined
up following each other forward. If we consider this
knowledge together with previous eyewitness claims,
it could be said that some ships were started to be
built a little in Befliktafl shore alongside the stream
and the rest was carried over land and all together
they were put to sea across the Golden Horn walls of
Istanbul around today’s Golden Horn bridge. It is
impossible that the ships were put to sea in
Kas›mpafla harbor due to Byzantium and Italian
ships there.
Sudden appearance of 60 ships of various sizes in
the Golden Horn put to sea in the night of 21st April
and 22nd April, both covered the previous failures
and increased the morale of the army, and caused
great disappointment and surprise in Byzantium.
Especially Italian sailors here were in great fear that
the two fleets, the fleet in the Golden Horn and the
fleet in Marmara, would move together and burn
their ships. As a result they tried to burn the fleet in
the Golden horn but failed. Besides Zaganos Pasha’s
cannons on Kas›mpafla and Okmeydan› slopes were
opening protective fire upon Italian and Byzantium
ships for Ottoman fleet. Two Byzantium ships were

sunk by cannon fire. Nevertheless the fleet in the
Golden Horn did not play a crucial role in siege.
They took care of protecting the bridge connecting the
Ottoman forces on the north slopes of Golden Horn
and attacking forces, and they were used as transports crossing to the other side.
On the land wall front, war heightened with a
new general attack on walls in Bayrampafla stream
on 6th May. An attack was launched on 12th May
between Edirnekap› and Tekfur Palace. Edirnekap›E rikap› walls were heavily destroyed with concentrated cannon fire, the attack on this part was fierce
but ineffective. On 16th May a large tunnel was dig
under the walls into the city but when it was discovered by the Byzantium soldiers, it was destroyed with
a counter-tunnel. On 18th May an attack using large
moving siege towers were ineffective, the tower was
destroyed by fire. But according to Barbaro, a path
between the base and the tower was covered with
leather and Ottoman soldiers could reach the walls
with no losses. The soldiers in filled the trench and
raised the soil hill up to walls, which greatly helped
to pass over the city walls. In addition the floating
bridge was built in a way that it could be pulled to
form a way to wall gates if needed.
On the other days cannon fire continued with all
force. Also a new firing technique was developed.
According to this technique the cannons were firing
to form a triangle on the wall and then this part was
fired upon to make it collapse. The tactics mentioned
were being used this effectively for the first time. On
the other hand, the cannon balls falling into city and
the sound they produce was causing panic and fear
in the city. The tunnels dug one after another was
found and collapsed by the defenders. On 23rd May
Mehmed II tried another negotiation with ‹sfendiyaro lu Ismail Bey but refused.
Last great preparations for a final assault were
made in the following 2 days. Zaganos pasha would
attack on the Golden Horn wall, Karaca pasha
would take the area from the Golden Horn wall till
the center on the right, Ishak and Mahmud pashas
would take the part from center to Marmara shore
and the central forces, including Padisah, would
attack over Bayrampafla stream and this last
attack’s target would be the region between Topkap›
and Edirnekap›. When these great preparations were
heard from the Byzantium side, Giustiniani asked
that the cannons under Notaras’ command should be
moved to where the Ottoman central forces are. But
Notaras refused this since he thought the attack
would be focusing on the Golden Horn walls, but
upon the Emperor’s request the cannons were sent to
where Giustiniani wanted. Meanwhile the chaos
within the city ended and preparations for the final
attack started. Emperor decided on the final preparations and defense plan with meetings he prepared,
and afterwards he ordered his commanders to their
places and had the inner city wall gates closed.
Ottoman army had a festival in the night of 28-29
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May and enlightened the area around the walls as
daylight time with candles and completed their
preparations by suddenly putting off all these lights,
which caused fear in the populace of Istanbul.
The final attack that ended with the fall of Istanbul started on 29th May towards morning. This
attack was started not from a single point but from
all directions. While the fleet laid siege on the Marmara walls up to Samatya as they landed their
Azaps and attacked walls, a great attack was
launched on walls, which were fixed to some extend,
alongside Bayrampafla valley, between Edirnekap›
and Topkap›. An hour before the sunrise, the great
cannon started to fire on the half-repaired walls and
totally destroyed some parts of it and eased the
attack. 300 Turkish soldiers succeeded to enter the
second wall but they were repelled since the support
could not reach here on time. But right afterwards a
greater force passed through the second wall. During
this fierce fight Giustiniani got wounded and he was
immediately carried to his ship. A rumor, that the
city had fallen and soldiers entered the city, spread
among people and soldiers. People were in panic and
began to run to the Golden Horn to get on to a ship.
The forces attacking Topkap› gap and forces attacking the gap between Edirnekap› and Canbazhanekap›s› (Kerkoporta) joined after fighting for
some time among the walls and circled the defenders
in Edirnekap›, and entered the city after they scattered the defenders in three points at the same time.
Emperor Konstantin personally came to replace
Giustiniani and joined the fight here and lost his life
with the wounds he received. In Francis’ chronic,
which tells the siege and enlarged in XVIth century,
speaks of a janissary named Hasan climbing bravely
through this fallen wall and made Byzantium soldiers run, he had 30 more janissaries to climb the
wall, and more had followed them but Hasan fell to
death after a stone and many arrows hit him, but following attackers had reached further and the Emperor and his soldiers died fighting them and Turks
entered through the Agios Romanos (Topkap›) gate.
In the same way Barbaro says that Turks entered the
city through San Romano Gate as the sun was rising,
that the Turkish fleet, under Zaganos pasha’s command, approached the chain an hour before the sunrise and landed soldiers in Fener and after the Turkish flags were put up in the city these soldiers had
quickly entered the city. In addition, they could not
have any information whether the Emperor was
killed or not while some people said he was strangled
to death as Turks entered through San Romano gate.
Kritovulos also mentions similar things.
Dukas, who was not there during the siege,
claims that a group of 50 soldiers entered the city
through a gate forgotten open and made the defending Byzantium soldiers run and the Emperor was left
with a few men and fell with wounds he received
while Turkish group suffered only 3 losses. According
to him the losses of the defenders is around 2000.
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Author Zorzi Dolfin of Venice claims that, based on
Leonardo of Sak›z, who was in the city during the
siege, and his studies on other books, the great cannon moved before Topkap› destroyed the tower there
and the debris filled the trench over which the Turkish soldiers entered the city. The Emperor was run
over and killed in the chaos and 800 Rum and Latin
was killed on each other. In a Romanian source there
is legendary claim that the first to climb the walls
were 5 scary looking Turks, and besides a very brave
and well-built soldier, Mustafa Bey, entered the city
with his Anatolian soldiers and had fought with the
Emperor. The claim that Emperor was backing off
towards Yald›zl›kap› and the Turks he met had
killed him is in harmony with Kemalpaflazade’s
information that the Emperor backed off towards
Yedikule as the Turks entered the city through Topkap› gap. While Tursun Bey, who eye witnessed the
siege, mentions that a group of Azaps, mixed into
janissaries, moved away from them after entering the
city and moved towards a deserted region and the
Emperor was secretly trying to reach his ship and
these two met, and the emperor rode his horse over
an azap but it tripped off and Emperor fell under the
horse and the azap killed him knowing who he is,
Kemalpaflazade writes that first army went into the
city through the gap in Topkap›, and the Emperor
was killed by an Azab, while he tried to run towards
Yedikule, but he also mentions there are many
rumors about this issue. In addition to these he also
claims after Giustiniani was wounded the soldiers
entered through here fought among the walls, and
Anatolian soldiers entered around Silivrikap›,
Rumelian soldiers entered around Edirnekap›, and
navy soldiers also entered through bridges. And
among Ottoman sources, which does not mentioned
who entered the city first, only Bihiflti claims it was
his father Süleyman Bey, one of Rumelian Beys.
Even though S. Tansel, criticizing the present
sources, stresses that the first entrance to the city
should be through the Golden Horn wall, where the
walls were weaker, and the Emperor moved towards
the Golden Horn and met the Azaps on Zeyrek slope
and lost his life in the fight here, and shows Kemalpaflazade as a reference, Both Tursun Bey’s and
Kemalpaflazade’s statements on this issue does not
match the claims. S. Runciman, who wrote a work on
the siege using various resources, states that wounded Giustiniani left his position, despite the begging of
the Emperor, and Emperor ran to Kerkoporta as he
heard the Turks entered, but it was too late to close
the gate forgotten open, and many Turks rushed in
and defeated Bocchiardi’s forces defending here, and
he helplessly withdrew towards trenches in Bayrampafla valley, and he had a fight with the janissaries
at the small gate that Giustiniani passed with his
cousin Theophilos Palaeologos and close friend
Ioannes Dalmata, and he was among the fighters
and never heard of again. The rumor “gate forgotten
open” is questionable. A mythos has been created
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around this rumor, which took various shapes, in the
romantic stories about the loss of Istanbul.
The conquest of the city by sword meant that it
was open to looting and soldiers had three days for
this according to the Islamic customs. Ottoman soldiers, flowing into the city from almost all directions,
met in Aksaray as they took many slaves. Meanwhile
some of the local people and Italians reached the
ships in the Golden Horn and succeeded to set sail to
Marmara Sea. Venice ships, a few Geneva war ship
used the landing operation of Ottoman fleet to their
advantage and fled by taking off the chain. Ottoman
fleet then entered the harbor and took control of it
only about noon.
Even though the Ottoman forces began to loot the
city and some buildings were destroyed, everything
calmed down towards evening. The army was taken
under control as, now he earned the title “conqueror”, Mehmed II entered the city. The number of
dead in the city was around 4000. Mehmed II went
to Hagia Sofia and promised the safety of people and
religious men who gathered here and declared the
place a mosque. Then he went to the palace of the
Emperor. Meanwhile sergeants spread into the city
and gathered the army soldiers. In addition to the
destruction of buildings the looting was also stopped.
Mehmed II returned to his base after the calmness in
city was achieved. On the following day he gave
patronage to important families, commanders, and
high-level government officers and set them free by
paying their ransom. He accepted Notaras and
praised him, asked about Emperor, and saught for
his corpse. Meanwhile Ottoman prince Orhan, who
was killed in the fight, was identified. Venice received
a harsher treatment compared to Byzantium. This
was because the two were still at war. Balyos Minotto, who was leader of the Venice colony and took

active part in the war, one of his sons, and seven
forthcoming Venice people were executed. Pere Julia
commanding the Catalans together with 5-6 people
shared the same destiny. Following them Lukas
Notaras was also executed after some suggestions.
Wounded Giustiniani also dies because of his
wounds as he reached Sak›z Island. Mehmed II
entered the city on Friday and performed his first Friday prayer in Hagia Sofia. The order was established
and it was time to build the city into a capital worthy
of the State.
According to Runciman, Mehmed II did whatever
he could to prevent the destruction of the city. The
trade center on the Golden Horn shore, Empire
Palace and surrounding in Blachernae, the church,
houses and palaces near the Hippodrome, and
Acropolis were greatly damaged but many churches
were untouched. Since the districts of the city were
divided by large fields and parks, local people ran to
their house and surrendered to soldiers and the
Padisah and saved their houses and churches and
guards against any rape were sent. Runciman mentions that the church in Petrion (Fener) district was
untouched because they opened their doors on their
own will and in Samatya on the Marmara shore,
Imrahor and Narl›kap› regions also did the same.
Also he reasons that the second biggest prayer place
in the city, Havariyyun, being left untouched was due
to Mehmed II’s special order. This situation must be
more due to that Mehmed II wished to make Istanbul
his capital and to win the people of the city and policy to hold the local people in place in order to build a
social and economical life worthy of a capital, than
the agreement rules or opening the gates.

Mahmud Paﬂa Türbesi,
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Results Of The Conquest Of Istanbul
In The Slavic World

C

onquest of Istanbul caused Holy Rome-German Empire to set forth new reasons for being the successor of the Rome, to which they
had set forth for a long time. The term Byzantium
that appeared in this period, was not used by the
public of East Rome, but it was used in the west to insult.
Orthodox Church protected its independence under the control of state, and away from the domination of Western Catholic Church in Fatih period and
in the later periods. On the other hand, Russia considered church as the basic element of “being Slav”. In
XVII th century, Patriarch Nikon corrected the Russian church liturgy and religious texts according to the
norms of Istanbul and even the hierarchical reforms
were the proof of such claims. Petro the Great made
the church more dependent to the authority of the
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empire than in the case in Byzantium. In such sense,
Ottoman Empire played the historical role of Rome,
and let the church be an administrative-cultural
body with its distinct characteristics.
After the conquest of Istanbul, popular histories
in Europe mentions the name of the city as Istanbul.
This name is the version of Stinboli, and it is one of
the many names of the city. The name Istanbul was
used in some imperial edicts and even on some gravestones (it was used as Islambol by a scholar) in
18th century and before. On the other hand, the name Constantiniyye was used in imperial edicts, on
coins, and even in bibliographies. Slavs called the
city as Zarigrad (city of emperor) even today. Muslims called it as Dârü’l hilâfetü’l aliyye (Sublime house of caliphate). The city continued its attribute and
claim to be the center of the Rome Empire even after
the collapse of East Rome.
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Byzantium is a term which was used first by the
German humanist Hienronymus Wollf in the 16th
century. The public called themselves as Romanioi
and the country as Romania (country of Romans).
Turks also continued this tradition and called it as
‹klim-i Rum (Country of Roum), and used expressions like Rumî. This word is not the equivalent of the
term Hellen, but the equivalent of Rome, which is a
cosmopolitan union. Turks are the main element of
the third Rome; and the literary language of the
army is Turkish.
The idea of Ottomanship was creating a national
identity for the different religious and ethnical groups of the empire, and to state more properly for the
elite of those groups especially in 19th century. Muzurus (Kostakil) Pasha, Bey of Fener Roum, was the
London ambassador. He felt the Ottomanship so powerful that he drew the rage of the Greek nationalists
while he was the ambassador of Athens, and he was
injured in an attempt to assasin him, and his left
arm disabled.
The Muslim ruler is Vasilikos for the Christians
of the conquered country. Turks has continued to use
the expressions Roman, and Roum for the Hellens till
today. Peleponnes people was called Greek (Ion), the
people of Asia Minor was called Roum. In the same
way, Roman Orthodox church is called Greek Orthodox church, and this is a misnomer.
Fatih Sultan Mehmed was regarding himself as
the ruler of the whole Roman lands and the owner of
the Roum throne. According to Babinger, he granted
the title of Patriarch with the name Ghennadios to
Georgios Sholarios in January 6th, 1454, who was liked much by the public, and who was the famous
enemy of Roman Catholics. The new Patriarch got
the honor to have meal with the ruler. The ruler gave
Gennadios the scepter of Patriarch and respected
him much. With a decree, all the subjects of Roum
Orthodox belief; that’s to say, Bulgarian, Serbian,
some of the Albanians, Macedonians, and some of
the Arabs after 16th century were bound to him, and
the Patriarch was the greatest authority for them in
religious, administrative and financial issues.
In the meantime, Pope Pius II wrote a letter to
Mehmed II, and invited him to Christianity. In his
letter he says, “For this you need only a little water
(aquae pauxillum). You will be the greatest ruler
ever and arbiter mundi”. It was now understood that
this letter, which was found by Babinger and was
emphasized insistently by him, was never sent, and it
stayed as a draft in the archives of Vatican.
Life in palace and the culture of the era was reordered by this new Muslim Roman Caesar. Sultans
had sometimes used the title Caliphate even before
the conquest of Egypt. However, the most important
of all, Mehmed II used the title Roman Caesar (Kayser-i Rûm), which was not used by his successors.
Patriarch Gennadios wrote a Turkish book on
Christianity titled as Itikadname, (Book of Belief).
Fatih met very frequently with all the religious figu-
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res as well as Muslim scholars. Venetian envoy writes
that he speaks Latin and Greek. Roman history was
studied and argued in the palace. Giacomo de Languscbi says, “There should be one state and one religion in the world. ” Is this the Islam?
Poet Traoezuntus of the period salutes him as the
“Emperor of the Romans”. This title and culture of
Rome Emperor was abandoned entirely in the period
of Selim I (1512-1520). Conquest of Arabia and
Egypt, and the title “servant of Mecca and Medinah”
borne by Sultan Selim, strengthened the Islamic ideology of the Turkish empire. The Rome idea was of
minor importance from then on.
After Rome (Byzantium) collapsed, and especially in the 16th century, Moscow showed Byzantium
as target to Russia. Ruric dynasty was the relative of
Roums. Religion and law (zakon) was coming from
there. Ivan Groznt was announcing Moscow as the
3rd Rome. Is it possible for Moscow to be the 3rd
Moscow. Undoubtedly, no.
What is Roman Empire? First Rome was pagan,
the second one Christian, can it be the third on Muslim? An empire can be defined and established not
only with religion; but with law, institutions and the
life of the people and their culture. Until the 15th
century, the role of an empire was not played but lived. Later on, especially in the Renaissance Europe,
empire became a title and a theatre. In the 18th century world, Rome was just a memory; because cosmopolitan world has ended, and empires became nationalized. Rise of nationalism means the collapse of
the empire culture.
In Ottoman Empire, some of the Fener Roum
Beys and Turks in the 19th century were pursuing
and Ottomanship ideology. We have mentioned above that Ambassador Kostaki Muzuruz Pasha among
them was attempted to assasin, and injured and became disabled. Certain Fener Beys was pursuing a
Byzantium-Ottoman synthesis, and they wanted to
continue this union in the personality of Sultan, in
other words, Vasilleos.
What is the third Rome, how it begins, how is it
interpreted in terms of history science? It is time to
discuss this issue, because Rome cannot survive with
nationalism, and Rome dies where nationalism was
born. In the Europe of the new era nationalism was
born; the only antithesis of the nationalism and the
national states could be a cosmopolitan empire,
which does not emphasize ethnictiê, which accepts
the superiority of Islam, but on the other hand which
gives the right to life and representation to the other
religions, that’s to say, Ottoman Empire. Neither state nor the people were using ethnical names. Turks,
Kurds, Albanians called themselves as Muslim and
Ottoman, (only the Arabs was using their tribal names). State is Ottoman, especially the Turks, “base
intrigue” of the empire, were not using their ethnical
names. However, Christian subjects contacted with
Europe and nationalism, and the first nationalistic
conflicts were seen among them. Ottoman Empire is
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the last Rome which collapsed as a result of modern
world and nationalism. Such kind of empire cannot
be established from now on. In this sense, the Third
Rome theory of Moscow State of 15th – 16th centuries cannot be realistic. We should discuss the slogan,
Moscow is the Third Rome, and there will not be any
Fourth, which was defended by Moscow from the end
of 15th century and which was declared officially by
Ivan IV (Grozni). This view, which claims that Istanbul lost its historical superiority and mission since it
was captured by Muslims, was not assumed to be
right by neither the Christian nor the Slavic world, it
was dominant only in Velico Russian culture.
Ivan III was a widower, and he married Sofya
Paleologina the niece of the last Byzantium Emperor
Constantin XI, who was living in Rome. The bride
was bringing the Byzantium two-headed eagle coat of
arms with her. Thus, Russia became an autocephal
patriarch other than Constantinople. Undoubtedly
Ottoman State was a world state; but, since it has not
grandchildren with universal opinions and curiosity,
our historical investigations are away from fine curiosity and activity.
Rem nant tra di ti ons of Gol den Hor des of old
Moscow was mixing with the claims being the inheritor of the Byzantium. Pope of Rome thought that he
could get the support of Moscow with the help of Sofya Paleologina, he was mistaken. For this aim, he
would use the Orthodox and Byzantium heritage.
Likewise, the letter written by the famous Filoteus to the Tsar Vasily III expresses this view; “Moscow
is the third Rome, and there will not be any fourth”.
However, conquest of Istanbul caused a great shock,
and it is possible to see the effects not only in the west
but also in the east. It was vouchsafed to Ottomans to
complete the mission. Moscow began its activity to be
a Rome in the north. Kazan, Ejderhan, and Siberia
Khanates was captured by Russia between 15551582. On the other hand, southern Slavic world went
under the sovereignty of Ottomans between 14th15th centuries. Eflaq, Bogdan, Trabzon and some
parts of Georgia was under the dominion of Ottomans. Third Rome thesis of Moscow would be supported by certain souther Slavic intellectuals such as

Juri Krijanic in the 17th century. However, Slavic
world did not recognize Moscow as Third Rome unanimously. This trend of the 18th-19th centuries turned into a historical memory which was forgotten
very rapidly after the independence of the Balkan
Slavs. Tsars of Moscow was using a title as “monarch
of the world, tsar of all the Russians” which smells like universality, but this produced tradition would
not be welcomed. Since 1480, a Russia in which second advent of Messiah would be seen was conceptualized. Tolerance to the religions only began to be seen after Katerina II, and of course, Jews was out of
this. Even in 1640, Crimean Khans were not using
the title âlempenah (monarch of the world), but they
were using “sultan of all the Russians, or monarch of
Great, Small and Belorussia”, that’s to say, sultan of
Great Russia-Ukraine, Belorussia.
In 1522, Maksim Grek, the famous politician
and the man of science of the period says, “Since
Cons tan tinop le was cap tured by the un believer
Turks, patriarch cannot decide freely. The mission is
of Russia.” Severe applications of Ivan III during the
conquest of Novgorod, such as abolishing the indepen dent Boyar veçehesi, and eradicating the
autonomous religios authority of the city Vladika,
were not in force after the unity with Ukraine in
1653, and even the Church of Ukraine was attached
to Mos cow as autonomous Small Rus sia Met ropolitics 50 years later. Therefore, Third Rome
ideals of Moscow was only a theory. Third Rome theory of Moscow seems that cannot be taken as seriously after the last Orthodox community church in Estonia separated from Moscow, but if the power of
Russian church goes in parallel with the political authority, it is an old theory which may survive.
The last empire of the Muslim world, and the last
makar of caliphate continued the inheritance of
Rome in the new conditions with its several institutions. This universality, in which Turk-Islam synthesis constituted the center, can be understood better
when the internal dynamics and expressions of the
ethnic groups in the Ottoman Empire were studied.
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